
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
HALBZEIT TAIBEI- the visa is for 90 days with 2 entries, so the artist has to do a trip. The artist takes a flight to TAIBEI in Taiwan. There is business, friends and paradise expecting her.
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Notiz
THANK YOU MOMO- you  introduced me to KAREN SHENG. ... so the following story is a part you wove like a fairy queen.Karen said to me before i left TAIPEH: SAY HELLO TO MOMO! HELLO MOMO.
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Notiz
...the big welcome is with Karen Jeng and her son David. She is Galerist and they met in Shanghai. Karen Shengs Art Space is in Taibei and the artist brings all drawing work she did in three months of Shanghai: the Galerist bought all pieces and invited the artist to a week in paradise, as she shows her how to fall in love with Taiwan land -  because of water, trees, a million new tastes, good smells and best friends. A wealthy week beginns with Ganbei at the popular Karens favorite fishrestaurant and daily swimming in green rivers and swimmingpoolblues...the artist is enjoying all after the hard core hot Shanghai period. The MUST LEAVE becomes a further present to the residence at swatch art peace hotel.
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Notiz
Karen, David and the artist start all mornings healthy - with cool swimming and incredible breakfast before leaving home for business...it is the month of august. The doors to the OTHER SIDE is open for buddhists - ritual gifts for ghosts and gods and dead are among daily live and mix it up with a certain fragrance of spiritual awakeness. The first breakfast is the top of a present : the HONG GUI DAN- the red turtle cake. GUI = phonetic similar gui to VALUE, and the turtle is therefore synonym to long value, long living and good for all cool (slowly and patient) big and expensive...good to go for business after prayer or breakfast...
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Notiz
The office of the galerist with all stuff of leather business she did before...best connections and friends in Florence and Milan. The artist gets familiar. The busy work starts: fotograph the drawings, cataloguising, making original certificates for them all, with fotoprints and fotoshooting: THE ARTIST HOLDS HER WORK in the hands and signs over that picture...bringing the drawings to mount them on resistant ricepaper, framing...three days xia mang (very busy).
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Notiz
the printing out of originalcertificates of artist and art piece in a foto studio
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the series XIA YU (it rains) and HUANG PU YE WAN (Huang Pu night) framed waiting for collectors. A hard work for the galerist as taiwanese and chinese collectors are used to buy more realistic, more oil, and more big sizes... the Galerist wants to challenge the new deal.
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...before framing the drawings are mounted on ricepaper by the best craftsman in Taibei. 
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Notiz
the artist came to Taibei to meet an artist friend she met 2010 in Changsha Live art festival: Crafone Liu from Taipeh did a performance and a portrait from the artist, the artist could not forget anymore. When she came to Shanghai in May, she already knew, the HALBZEIT would be in Taiwan, as Crafone Liu offered her to show her the city he lives in and some treasures of Taiwan- the palace museum and others. Instead, after three days of gallery work they leave the city to middle Taiwan, where his family lives. It is the fathers 70th birthday and ...festa.Crafone Liu makes a portrait of the artists friend in Germany, just by spelling his name. The artist again cannot beleave that is possible, but with Crafone Liu it is...after the goodbye to the big family, they drive backwards Taibei, taking the mountain side way. The goal is a daoism main temple over the clouds in tropical forest. The artist films the driving up to that place and offers it to the artist friend as THE MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR. The artist shows you the stairways to the daoism heaven, but not the inkpaint sightseeing, not the fauna and flora, not the pilgrims and incense burials, not the prayersongs, not.....what you have to find in real.
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near the temple is a market with all spiritual things, medicines, culinarias and curiousities. The artist discovers around 4 fruit types and differences she never saw and tasted before. Here is the BUDDHAS HAND. It becomes a chinese medicine product by putting it sliced for one year in a salt bed and then cook for 4 minutes with a mixture of herbs, plants, ...other chinese medicine stuff. The artist tastes its tea, many of the black cubes and buys one glass - FOR (against)THE SMOG of Shanghai. The owner makes her one fresh HAND OF BUDDHA fruit as a present: it is now in her studio 25 to show past as present.- not allowed to bring fruits out of the country,  the artist makes a little exception for buddhas hand: good for drawing INSPIRATION- a professional tool...
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the masterpiece of chinese chick
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WHAT IS MAIN IMPRESSION OF TAIWAN IMAGE?Houses shape simple outside: grey, cubistic, neutral. The advertisments in pure lighty monochrome colours. It seems to be a partiture around the rainbow feeling....inside: it is more and more exciting to discover all that is beautifull and unknown for the artist. THERE IS MANY NEW tastes for eyes, hands and stomach and heart. The landscape is like paradise, like a tropical south of Europe dipped in exotic signs and religious practices.
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Notiz
the artist should propose to her hometown Freiburg in Germany to make a JUMELAGE with the Sea city LU GANG (Harbour of the deer): Freiburg and Lu Gang have both the tradition of making bottom mosiac in front of houses and shops. The artist will send the proposal to the Kulturamtsleiter of Freiburg: This small city in TAIWAN could be our partnership town...a little crazy idea, but to try is always possible. It is a professional tool, too.
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Notiz
the artist learns that Bethelnuts are sold in little cabinelike shops with starlike lightenings around the clock. A trace of Las Vegas feeling. Bethelnut sellers are young girl and younger, they must be beautifull and sexy, and attract truckers to have a break. But - it is not more than the selling of bethelnuts, - that is what is told to the artist  about that business: just be sexy, attractive and sell what you have in a friendly and kind mood.The artist sees Bethelnutpalms, smaller, finer and taller as usual palmtrees. 
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on Top of Taipeh Top 101...a smaragd crystal tower with the bat design and bamboo shape -a similar type of elegance is  the Chrysler building of New York. The artist will take this TOP TOWER BUILDING to the most prefered FROM NOW ON: in 1999 she did a selfportrait  in her transparent glass drawing seria ACQUA TONICA , called ONE-O-ONE. In 1999 the tower construction started. Without they knew one from the other one...
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the biggest tuned mass wind dumper suspended from 92 to 87 floor asTaiwan is earthquake land...
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Notiz
Nothing to say, nothing to think anymore...just felt free and happy in Taiwan. Thank you to the new friends, who showed the artist to love their country.
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